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Attention: Document Control Desk
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South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4
Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Request for Additional Information
Attached is the response to the NRC staff question included in Request for Additional
Information (RAI) letter 359 related to Combined License Application (COLA) Part 2, Tier 2,
Sections 6C and 4.4. The attachment addresses the response to the RAI question listed below:
RAI 04.04-4
The response provides a consolidated markup of Appendix 6C, reflecting all of the changes
made in previous RAIs. The COLA changes provided in this response will be incorporated in the
next routine revision of the COLA following NRC acceptance of the RAI response.
There are no commitments in this letter.
If you have any questions regarding these responses, please contact me at (361) 972-7136, or
Bill Mookhoek at (361) 972-7274.
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RAI 04.04-4
OUESTION:
During the NRC staff audit (held on July 12, 2010) of the calculations supporting the
downstream fuel effects test acceptance criterion of 5.076 psid (U7-C-STP-NRC-100044 dated
February 22, 2010), the staff discovered that the calculations were based on Optima II fuel rather
than the GE-7 fuel approved in the ABWR DCD. Explain how the proposed criterion is suitable
for the fuel design that is currently the basis for the ABWR design.

RESPONSE:
The analysis that was reviewed by the NRC staff on July 12, 2010, which evaluates the effects of
debris downstream of the ECCS sump strainers on the ability to cool the fuel, is also applicable
to the GE-7 fuel used in the ABWR DCD. The reason the calculations also apply to GE-7 fuel is
that the differences between the GE-7 and Optima2 fuel designs are not significant for purposes
of these calculations. The calculations determine the maximum flow restriction to the hot
channel that will maintain a two-phase flow through the channel and not cause any significant
fuel heat up (Vapor Void Fraction < 0.95). A void fraction of 0.95 is assumed as a conservative
limit to prevent steam only heat transfer. As long as the voiding in the hot channel of the core is
not sustained above 0.95, it ensures that there is always water present, and that the steam does
not become superheated. A void fraction limit of 0.95 ensures that there is always two phase
flow through the core. This value is more conservative than the two phase criteria used in other
Westinghouse LOCA analyses; the current Westinghouse BWR LOCA analysis assumes two
phase flow up to a void fraction of 0.995.
As discussed in the STP 3&4 COLA markup to Section 6C provided with the response to RAI
04.04-3, the limiting break used in this analysis is a feedwater line break (FWLB). The FWLB
was chosen instead of the main steamline break (MSLB) because the MSLB, being at a higher
elevation, will produce a higher natural circulation flow and therefore is less limiting. Smaller
breaks were considered but not analyzed, because they would result in less break flow and
therefore a slower depressurization. The slower depressurization will reduce the injection flow
and delay the potential accumulation of debris at the fuel inlet. The decay heat and therefore the
assembly flow requirements would be less when the debris accumulates in the fuel. Small breaks
also result in less jet impingement and debris generation. Therefore, small breaks produce less
debris and require less flow through the fuel assembly inlet to provide makeup. Large breaks
provide the limiting case for evaluating fuel inlet blockage effects.
The analysis was performed using the GOBLIN computer code. The GOBLIN ABWR LOCA
model uses two parallel channels to model the core: one represents the average core, and one
represents the hottest assembly in the entire core. The hot assembly is modeled with a hot
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assembly power factor of 1.7. In solving the mass, energy, and momentum relations for this
model, GOBLIN determines the flow distribution between the core channels. Using a bounding
power in the hot assembly maximizes the flow required and results in a conservative flow
blockage criteria.
At the steady state condition following the FWLB, flow through an average assembly is -3 kg/s,
and this value decreases after blockage is applied. This value is calculated by GOBLIN for a
specific set of conditions and corresponds to the natural circulation driven flow rate with decay
heat held constant at 5 minutes. The ECCS injection to the downcomer maintains the level (and
driving head) at the feedwater nozzle elevation. Injection flow in excess of the natural
circulation through the core will spill out of the break.
In the ABWR, each assembly is encased within a channel. The power generated by the assembly
is determined by the nuclear design of the core, the time after shutdown, and the decay heat, and
is not dependent on the specific fuel mechanical design. Because each assembly is a closed
channel, the flow into the assembly required to remove the specified assembly power without
transitioning to steam cooling is also independent of the specific fuel mechanical design. The
flow rate into the assembly is determined by the hydraulic head from the water in the downcomer
and the hydraulic characteristics of the fuel assembly. The hydraulic characteristics, such as
resistance and bundle flows, as discussed, are similar between GE-7 and Optima2 fuel designs.
In addition, the differences between the GE-7 and Optima2 mechanical designs are not
significant for purposes of this calculation. Fuel assemblies used in the ABWR must be
hydraulically similar in order for various design features of the ABWR to be met, including
reactor internals hydraulic loads, Reactor Internal Pump (RIP) steady state, and coastdown
performance. This is confirmed by Reference 1, which provides the NRC-approved
methodology used by Westinghouse in providing replacement fuel for a BWR The methodology
described in Reference 1 has been applied for reload applications at a number of BWR's in the
US supporting the Westinghouse SVEA-96 OPTIMA2 fuel design. This report demonstrates the
application of the methodology by comparing several fuel designs, including the 8X8-2 design
similar to the GE-7 fuel in the DCD, and a 9X9-9 design and the Westinghouse SVEA-96
(1OX1O, Watercross) design which is similar to Optima2. Sections 5.2.2, 5.3, and Appendix D.4
of this report show that the hydraulic characteristics of the various fuel designs are very similar,
as is expected and required in a mixed core. The Westinghouse methodology is designed to
assure the hydraulic similarity of the Westinghouse BWR fuel to the fuel specifications for a
given BWR.
Additional assurance of the applicability of the results to GE-7 fuel is provided by the additional
conservatisms that have been included in the analysis as described below.
The test acceptance is based on the following relationship:
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where subscript "i" denotes initial (i.e. unfouled conditions), "f' indicates fouled conditions,
"Aly" refers to analysis, "w" is the flow rate into the assembly and "Ap" is the pressure drop due
to hydraulic losses from the bundle inlet to downstream of the third grid. Inclusion of pressure
drop through the third grid accounts for the effect of debris that passes through the inlet region
and is captured in the grids.
The elements in the previous equation that are determined from analysis were calculated using
the inlet blockage from the hydraulically limiting break case. This blockage loss factor from the
analysis was used to determine the pressure drop due to hydraulic losses from the bundle inlet to
downstream of the third grid using subcooled water, similar to the fuel test configuration.
Measuring the pressure drop from the bundle inlet through the third grid for the test accounts for
the effect of debris that passes through the inlet region and is captured in the grids. In addition,
the acceptance criteria has been reduced by a factor of 4 to provide margin to bound any small
differences in fuel designs that would be used in the ABWR. The comparisons in Appendix D.4
of Reference 1 indicate that the difference in the hydraulic characteristics between different fuel
assembly designs is very small and certainly bounded by a factor of 4. The resulting acceptance
criterion is:
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r
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This conservative acceptance criterion assures that fuel designs, including the GE-7 fuel
described in the ABWR certified design, will remain cooled after a design basis accident for the
tested debris composition and quantity. This acceptance criterion allows for a range of values, as
opposed to a specific value, which allows for test flexibility.

Reference
1.

CENPD-300-P-A, "Reference Safety Report for Boiling Water Reactor Reload Fuel",
ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Operations, July 1996.
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RAI 04.04-4

As a result of this response, the license condition included in the response to RAI 04.04-3
Supplement 1 will be revised as shown below with gray shading showing the changes from that
response.
This response also provides an updated Appendix 6C of the STP 3&4 COLA. This markup
replaces all previous RAI response markups and also clarifies the quantities and types of debris
postulated to bypass the strainers which will be used to evaluate the downstream effects on
components and fuel. It further states that all of the latent fiber upstream of the suction strainers
(1 ft3) is assumed to pass through the strainers for the determination of fiber debris load for
downstream fuel effects testing. This updated Appendix 6C will be incorporated in Revision 6 to
the STP 3&4 COLA. All changes from Revision 4 of the COLA are highlighted with gray
shading.

PROPOSED LICENSE CONDITION
A downstream fuel effects test will be conducted and the results provided to the
NRC no later than 18 months prior to fuel load. The test plan, analysis basis, and debris
assumptions are described in Appendix 6C.3.1.8. The test procedure will be provided to the
NRC no later than 24 months prior to fuel load. The acceptance criteria for this test
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6C Containment Debris Protection for ECCS Strainers
The information in this appendix of the reference ABWR DCD is subject to several changes due
to the adoption of a complex ECCS strainer design (e.g. Cassette Type Strainer). Consequently,
for clarity it is presented in its entirety with the following departures incorporated. This strainer
design has been used at numerous BWRs in Japan and numerous PWRs in the United States. The
strainer is described in this appendix. Departure STD DEP Vendor changes General Electric (GE)
to Toshiba in Section 6C. 1.
STD DEP 6C-1 (Figure 6C- 1i)
STD DEP Vendor
The original DCD text is presented in italics, deletions are shown as siktemoýg!, and new text
in underlined regular font.

6C.1 Background
NRC Bulletin No. 93-02, Debris Pluggingof Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers,
(Reference 6C- 1) NRC guidance and highlights the need to adequately accommodate
debris in design by focusing on an incident at the PerryNuclear Plant.G-4Boshiba
reviewed the concerns addressedby NRC Bulletin 93-02, including complying with
Generic Letters GL 97-04 on NPSH requirements for ECCS pumps and GL 98-04
blockage from foreign materials and paint debris (References 6C-7 and 6C-8) and has
reviewed the design of the AB WRfor potential weaknesses in coping with the bulletin's
concerns. Cr4oshiba has determined that the ABWR design is more resistantto these
problemsfor a number of reasons as discussedin thefollowing.
The ultimate concern raisedby the Perry incident was the deleterious effect of debris in
the suppressionpool and how it could impact the ability to draw waterfrom the
suppressionpool during an accident. The ABWR design has committed to following the
guidanceprovided in Regulatory Guide 1.82 (Reference 6C-2), Utility Resolution
Guidance (URG) for ECCS Suction Strainer Blockage, NEDO-32686-A (Reference 6C-3)
and the additionalguidance describedbelow.
The ABWR is designed to accommodate debris present in the suppression pool prior to
Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) and to inhibitdebris generatedduring a LOCA from
preventing operationof the Residual Heat Removal (RHR), Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) and High PressureCore Flooder(HPCF)system.
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6C.2 ABWR Mitigating Features
The ABWR has substantiallyreducedthe amount ofpiping in the drywell relative to
earlierdesigns and consequently the quantity of insulation required.Furthermore,there
is no equipment in the wetwell spaces that requiresinsulation or otherfibrous materials.
The ABWR design conforms with the guidanceprovided by the NRC for maintainingthe
abilityfor long-term recirculationcooling of the reactorand containmentfollowing a
LOCA.
The Perry incident was not the result of a LOCA but ratherdebris entering the
Suppression Pool duringnormal operation.The arrangementof the drywell and
wetwell/wetwell airspaceon a Mark III containment (Perry)is significantly different
from that utilized in the ABWR design. In the Mark III containment,the areasabove the
suppressionpool water surface (wetwell airspace) are substantiallycovered by grating
with significant quantitiesof equipment installedin these areas.Access to the wetwell
airspace (containment) of a Mark III is allowed duringpower operations.In contrast, on
the ABWR the only connections to the suppressionpool are 10 drywell connecting vents
(DCVs), and access to the wetwell or drywell duringpower operations is prohibited.The
DCVs will have horizontalsteel plates located above the openings that will prevent any
materialfalling in the drywell from directly entering the vertical leg of the DCVs. This
arrangementis similar to that used with the Mark II connecting vent pipes. Vertically
oriented trashrack constructionwill be installedaround the periphery of the horizontal
steel plate to intercept debris. The trash rack design shall allow for adequateflow from
the drywell to wetwell. In orderfor debristo enter the DCV it would have to travel
horizontally through the trash rackpriorto falling into the vertical leg of the connecting
vents. Thus the ABWR is resistantto the transportof debrisfrom the drywell to the
wetwell.
In the Perry incident, the insulation materialacted as sepia to filter suspended solids
from the suppressionpool water. The Mark I, II, andIII containments have all used
carbon steel in their suppressionpool liners. This results in the buildup of corrosion
products in the suppressionpool, which settle out at the bottom of the pool until they are
stirredup and resuspended in the waterfollowing some event (SR V lifting). In contrast,
the ABWR liner of the suppressionpool isfabricatedfromstainless steel which
significantly lowers the amount of corrosionproducts which can accumulate at the
bottom of the pool.
A further mitigating feature for the ABWR is that ihea1l thermal insulation installed is
reflective metal insulation type (RMI) dhee
of fibrous
-heprimary,
tar•al
'containment is prohililted. Use of RMI minimizes the fibrous insulation source term used
in the suction strainer design. This is a significant factor in design that reduces the
potential suction strainer debris load and further reduces the potential for suction strainer
blockage. In addition, inspections will ensure that there is no evidence of excessive buildup of debris around the ECCS suction strainers and any abnormalities that could affect
the mechanical functioning of the suction strainers.
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Since the debris in the Perry incident was created by roughingfilters on the containment
cooling units, a comparisonof the key designfeatures of the ABWR is necessary.In the
Mark III design more than 1/2 of the containmentcooling units are effectively located in
the wetwell airspace.For the ABWR there are no coolingfan units in the wetwell air
space. Furthermorethe design of the ABWR Drywell Cooling Systems does not utilize
roughingfilters on the intake of the containment cooling units.
Temporary filters are used during post construction systems testing in accordance with
plant housekeeping and foreign material exclusion procedures further reducing the
potential for introducing debris to the suppression pool.
In the event that small quantitiesof debris enter the suppressionpool, the Suppression
Pool Cleanup System (SPCU)will remove the debris during normal operation. The
SPCU is describedin Section 9.5.9 and shown in Figure 9.5-1. The SPCUis designed to
provide a continuous cleanupflow of 250 m3/h. This flow rate is sufficiently large to
effectively maintain the suppressionpool water at the requiredpu4y -cleanliness. The
SPCUsystem is intendedfor continuous operationand the suction pressure of the pump
is monitored andprovides an alarm on low pressure.Early indication of any
deteriorationof the suppressionpool water quality will be providedifsignificant
quantities of debris were to enter the suppressionpool and cause the SPCUstrainerto
become plugged resultingin a low suction pressure alarm.
The suction strainersdesign at Perry preceded and did not meet the current regulatory
requirements. The ABWR ECCS suction strainerswill utilize a "T" a•..a..gen.en.t with
onioalsotrainer-son the 2f-ee kegs of the "T"•,a cassette type strainer design. This-des-i
separatesthe strainer-sse that it minimizes t-he potentialfor aecontiguousmaiss tobok4
theflow to an.E.S.9ump. The design of the strainers will be based on Regulatory Guide
1.82, N-JREG/CR-6224 (Reference 6C-4), NUREG/CR-6808 (Reference 6C-5) and the
Utility Resolution Guidance, NEDO-32686-A. The cassette type strainer design is based
on a set of cassette modules with U-shaped filter pockets attached to the cylindrical outer
iacket. Each strainer consists of filter modules, the outer jacket and flange plates on each
end of the cylindrical assembly. The filter module is constructed with cassettes which are
arranged axially along the strainer axis. One cassette consists of pocket shaped filters
which are arranged radially. A cut-away drawing of the strainer is shown in Figure 6C-1.
The material used in the cassette type strainer is stainless steel. The cylindrical strainer
assemblies are mounted in pairs on piping tees at each ECCS pump suction line. When
the ECCS pump operates, the suction flow in the suppression pool runs into all pockets
through the outer jacket windows. Each pocket has five flow paths from the inlet through
the five perforated walls to the outlet of the pocket towards the cassette strainer. By using
the cassettes with the pocket shaped filters, the strainer has an available filter area which
is larger per volume than cylindrical and other shaped strainers. The number of cassettes
and pockets is adiusted to produce a specific head loss performance for the strainer. To
avoid debris clogging the flow restrictions downstream of the strainers, the size of the
holes in the perforated sheets is chosen by considering specificflaw paths of E••S
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equipment and piping (for example, the containment spray nozzle and the ECCS pump
seal cooling flow orifices). The STP-314 strainers will have holes no larger than 2.1 mm.
A key feature in the design of these strainers is to collect debris where velocity is low,
since the pressure drop across the debris bed is known to be proportional to the velocity
through the bed. This minimizes head loss across the strainer. The ABWR design also has
additionalfeatures not utilized in earlier designs that could be used in the highly
improbable event that all suppressionpool suction strainerswere to become plugged
The alternateAC (AlternatingCurrent) independentwater additionmode of RHR allows
waterfrom the Fire ProtectionSystem to be pumped to the vessel and sprayed in the
wetwell and drywellfrom diverse water sources to maintain cooling of the fuel and
containment. The wetwell can also be vented at low pressuresto assist in cooling the
containment.

6C.3 RG 1.82 Improvement
All ECCS strainers 411 t aOlIini 1Jiab1 sized to conform with the guidance provided
in Reg. Guide 1.82,for the most severe of all postulatedbreaks.
The following clarifying assumptions
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based on the Utility Resolution Guidance, NEDO-32686-A.

(3) The strainer design is based on the Debris Load Fraction that accumulates on a given
strainer for the LOCA case being considered. The debris load fraction is defined as
the fraction of the total flow that is attributed to a given strainer.
(4) 411000,04) (4i
iiina.
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(5) The debris in the suppressionpool will be assumed to remain suspended until it is
capturedon the surface of a strainer.
(6) In addition to the above, 1 cu. ft. of latent fiber is assumed to be suspended in the
suppression pool and deposited on the surfaces of the operating strainers.
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(7) STP•3&4 -dDesignspecifications prohibit aluminum inside primary containment.
Despite that prohibition, it is conservatively assumed that there is 4.5 sq. ft. of
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The siffing of the PIAR suetion strainer-s will asqsume Mhai the insulaion debris in the
suprsIo poo9el is evenly distributedto the 3 pgump suetions. Te strainersize will be
The flowrate msed-for ealeulatingthe strainersize will be the runout stmflwrate.
Suction strainer sizing criteria is based on meeting NPSH requirements at run out system
flow, and the design basis debris load including consideration of chemical effects, in the
suppression pool that'is considered to accumulate on the suction strainers after a number
of pool volume turnovers.
The sizing of the RHR, RCIC and HPCFsuction strainerswill conform to the guidance of
Reg Guide 1.82 and w;ill assume assumes that all the insulatie.:-debrisin the suppression
pool, including insulation debris, corrosion sludge, dust aiW, dirt, .aiqichemical debris is
proportionallydistributedto the pump suctions based on the flow rates of the systems at
run out conditions considering the most limiting system failures. The strainersavailable
for capturing insulationdebris will include 2 RHR suction strainersand a single HPCF
or RCIC suction strainerin accordance with single failure criteria. The assessment of
chemical effects wilkbeis in accordance with RG 1.82. and wi11 includes evaluation of
the suppression pool post-LOCA chemistrvid"ntifieatioSnd evaluation of potentially
reactive material in the drywell. hti
,tcgto identil
and f
o
Downstream effects of material predicted to pass through the suction strainers will be
evaluated in accordance with RG 1.82.
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6C.3.1 Downstream and Chemical Effects Discussion
The ABWR design provides reasonable assurance that downstream effects as a result of
debris bypassing the strainers will not have a deleterious effect on critical components
such as fuel rods, valves and pumps downstream of the suction strainers. The basis of this
assurance is provided in the following:

6C.3.1.1 Latent Debris Generation
Relative to the generation of latent debris, the ABWR contains a number of design
features and controls which reduce the likelihood of such debris being generated as
compared with operating BWR and PWR plants. Access to the containment during power
operation is prohibited as the containment is inerted, thereby eliminating the likelihood of
latent debris generation due to work being performed during power operation. In
addition, in the unlikely event that latent debris exists in the suppression pool during
power operation, the suppression pool cleanup (SPCU) system provides on-going
cleanup. This system is run on an intermittent basis during power operation and provides
an early indication of any deterioration of the suppression pool water quality. The suction
pressure of the SPCU pump is monitored and provides an alarm on low pressure. During
refueling outages, when latent debris could be generated by workers inside the
containment, temporary filters are used during post-construction systems testing in
accordance with plant housekeeping and foreign material exclusion procedures, further
reducing the potential for introducing debris to the suppression pool. STP34 - hiaaAn
operational program for suppression pool cleanliness, documented in accordance with
Section 13.4S, Ai,
provides for periodic inspections of the suppression pool for
cleanliness during outage periods. This operational program is described in Subsection
6.2.1.7.1. Maintenance procedures provide procedure steps for removing, at periodic
intervals, sediment and floating or sunk debris from the suppression pool that is not
removed by the suppression pool cleanup system. Quarterly surveillance tests of Residual
Heat Removal (RHR), High Pressure Core Flooder (HPCF), and Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) systems provide further assurance that there is no blockage due to debris
in the pump suction. Finally, the use of a stainless steel liner in the submerge
the A B•WR SUppressi'on poo! as opposed to carbon steel, which has been used in earlier
version BWR suppression pools, significantly lowers the amount of corrosion products
which can accumulate at the bottom of the suppression pool.
6C.3.1.2 LOCA-Generated Debris
Relative to the generation of debris from a postulated pipe break, the ABWR design
contains a number of improvements from earlier BWR designs. The elimination of the
recirculation piping removes a significant source of insulation debris from the
containment and also reduces the likelihood of a large high energy pipe break which
could lead to debris generation. FEW the STP3
.i, ti!u
ai
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Insulation (RMI) design. RMI breaks up into shards m
through the ECCS suction strainers which have a maximum 2.1 mm (1/12 inch) hole size.
Primary
Furthermore, the use of fibrous and calcium silicate materials in the
Containment is prohibited. With regard to LOCA-generated miscellaneous debris, the
design ,fS-TP-3&4, minimizes the potential for such debris by specifying secure restraints,
such as high tensile strength aircraft cable or specially designed bands, to secure
equipment ID tags onto components located inside containment.
6C.3.1.3 Chemical Effects Debris
The 94*-3.&4 primr7 containment will not contain reactive materials such as aluminum,
libiingit exceptfor a small
phosphates, or calcium silicate 1diminimizs A h%
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Suppression Pool Cleanliness

program (Subsection 6.2.1.7.1) ensures that quantities of latent debris, which might
include aluminum or fiber, are kept to a minimum. A solubility calculation indicates that
more than 4.5 square feet of latent aluminum would have to be present in the suppression
pool to form aluminum precipitates under bounding post-LOCA conditions. Ensuring
that there is less than 4.5 square feet of latent aluminum is within the capability of the
containment cleanliness program.
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!6ianS1111
11,tity Of aluinuiiiii
Cassurn,101 V,411C"
downteiiW i effcts~h fuel evalatio
ox\'hydroxide and sodium aIU1luminum slicadte predIicted to formDIdurhig the 30-daxy post
rem in .inslutionl.
LO~CNArIodL: wIUJ111n1OLItll
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The only form of zinc allowed inside primary containment is the inorganic zinc (]-O)Z)

primer usecd in the qualified coatings system. The URG (Reference 6C-3) conservatively
aissumes that 604 square feet of qualified coatings are destroyed during the LOCA. which
results in 47 pounds of IOZ. Analyses of the destroyed zinc primerd eterminedthat a
maximum of 58.6 pounds of corrosion product (in the form of zinc oxide) would result
from the over 20,000 square feet of zinc surface area (based on 10 micron spheres), and
this zinc corrosion prodUCt Will conservatively be assumed to be non-Larticulate in the
evaluation of downstream effects on fuel.

6C.3.1.4 Debris Transport
The ABWR contains design features which reduce the transport of accident-generated
debris to the suction strainers. The wetwell, which is the chamber in direct contact with
the suppression pool, iis largely empty with the only significant components/structures
being an access tunnel, a grated catwalk and the Safety Relief Valve (SRV) discharge
piping. There are no normally operating high energy piping systems in the wetwell
which could break and lead to debris generation. The high energy piping in the ABWR,
which consists largely of the main steam, Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) system, and
feedwater piping under normal operating conditions, is located in the upper drywell area.
Any debris which is generated by a break in these systems would need to pass through a
circuitous route involving any one of the ten drywell connecting v~nts (DCVs) and then
through any one of the thirty horizontal vents before reaching the suppression pool. The
DCVs have horizontal steel plates located above the openings that prevent any material
falling in the drywell from directly entering the vertical leg of the DCVs. A vertically
oriented trash rack is installed around the periphery of the horizontal steel plate to
intercept debris. In order for debris to enter the DCV, it would have to travel horizontally
through the trash rack prior to falling into the vertical leg of the connecting vents. Thus,
the ABWR is resistant to the transport of debris from the drywell to the wetwell.
6C.3.1.5 Suction Strainer Design
In addition to these mitigating features, the downstream effects are reduced by the suction
strainers themselves. The strainers are designed to protect the ECCS pumps to allow them
to function long-termafter an accident. As a result, they are designed so that 100% of the
ECCS flow is routed through them and filtered such that particles 2.1 mm or larger are
captured by the strainer. STP. 3&4...
fcrmstc The strainers meet the requirements of
Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.82.
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6C.3.1.6 Diversity of ECCS Delivery Locations to the Core
The ABWR has diversification of ECCS delivery points which helps to reduce the
consequences of downstream blockage. Two IPCF ystenin•delkvrcooilant to the re-gion
above (at thC outlt Of) the core. OnetLPCF ssystem provides coolant troug(h oieofthe
,feed water lines.
eTheRCIC s teum delivers coolantftothe othefeedwaiter IIti. kw
LPGF systems deiver coolant through separatespargers intoe
heouter a1n Ll5se
1les4iOl.
n
Should any blockage :occur in the lower core region, such as the fuel 4-e iet, which
could limit the effectiveness of systems like RHR, the HPCF will still be effective at
providing cooling water because it delivers water through spargers located above the core.
alcatlons haveieelimat

ven•inthehighly nlikely event of a

eomplee tblocka'ge of the inlet' of the uea sss em bly and with mninimal bypass flo w,.
sufficient flow would be provided from above the core by the UHCF'to cool thefuel
assemblies..
6C.3.1.7 Fuel Aýsemblv Bypýas'Flow
The ABWR is degnedto provide tfor
fel assembly bypass f6w`to cwoolth'econtrol rods
between fuel assemblies. The bypass flow is upstream 'of the fuel' assembly tie plate and
any integral debris' filter. 'Calculations have shown that even in the highl- unhlikely1event
that a ftel assembly were to block comipletely, this bypass'flow is sufficient to cool the
;fuelFassemblies. Because this bypass hole sýize ismtuch' larger than the.strainer hole'size, i
is hiszhly unlikely to plug.The' bypass flow paths., however, were not credited.in the
analysis that 'developedthe test acceptance criteria for the',fueltests."

6C.3.1.8 Related Tests

.the C...assette pe
in
nr Preliminary data from testing conducted by
Westinghouse (WEC) to resolve GSI-191 has not identified any coagulation of
particulate debris until after fiber is introduced to the flow stream. T4lfef
Mockage
of small clearances in downstream components is not likely for the P
downstream components IIto the small amounit-o-f assum-d -latent fiber.Regaiding
acceptance' criteria t
~rblokage of small'clearances,'it is noted that there should 'be no or
minimal fiber do"wntream of'the suction :straihers because the oiil'y'fiber potentiall'
inside primary containmet (latent loose debris) is not likely to be degraded' during
iithe
pipe break andtsmall enough to pass through the"2.1 nmmdiameter holes in the cassette-

Lype aiction ',lralners., Fo ~conservatism'. however. all 'of the' latent fiber 'assumiedf to be'in
contaimmient•( cu
C. Q.t)will be aessumed to obe destroyed Fibrous 'inslatiionsmall enough to
al Pass throughl tilee EGS suction stramiers.T....li
.al..si..
the '.ff-.
of debr
.
.5
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6C.3.1.0, Downstream Fuel Effects Test
Prior to the initial fuel load, a downstream effects test for thefuel is performed to ensure
that debris bypassing the suction strainers does not impair the flow to the core. The
following discusses the test plan, the analysis basis, and the debris assumptions used in
this test.
6C.3.1.89.4.2Test Plan

This subsection titled "Test Plan" is being relocated

to after the subsection titled "Analysis". Subsection
numbers have been changed.

A test facility is comprised of a fuel assembly mock-up, a pump, associated recirculation
piping, and a mixing tank to add the debris. The test is conducted with a single pizi
heighi fuel assembly, including
•"-ldebris
fitC fuel inlet nozzle, any intel
is

fiers lowerte plate and fuel spacer grids. The cross-section of the fuel is modeled
exactly: the length of the fuel assembly is reduced. The fuel assembly is unheated. i
bapas, flow patl re blOCKed1'"r tnhis te st,
As, dý:scrbced bheldw the testiiig. \\il-f 6Iollw thet,:tpli cc
l atid iipklemented 161i
ithe PWk wn Grouip (P"WROG) fuel derscitr testingu wNith regafd to debris
preparation. iddii!onof debrs nmonitolnpressu.
d
drop.
. ThisPW
.s
Ote psP s
cosltenit ý0itland• accounted f•,r re\ sed NGu'lidanIcC16r M'SPsto res,,oidt
ow
4). S
tests will be performed at a ran•e•ot
flow rates of4,32-64 15 kg/second0 5.9 to 79.3 gpm), and at atmospheric pressure and
ambient temperature. These flow rates are representative of the flow at recirculation
conditions. The atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature result in a viscosity that is
conservative with respect to pressure drop due to debris blockage. The test is initiated at
clean conditions to establish a flow representative of post-LOCA recirculation conditions.
The flow is iniected at the fuel assembly inlet. Once a steady state has been established,
the debris (described in 6C.3.1 .9.3) is added to the systemn a manner cqisi5Pcit
h
NRC guidan ce i1ttified in Ttemn 5(a) inSectii 6.2.1 Appendix A of Referencer 6C15.
has beeh added, thercitiderdfthe
The
articulate debris is added tfrst and in such a way that it does not coagulate and therckere
oul b
oe~of'tieapotenlal
ffi
rstcs N txtýfibj d
iS
added. THe fiber"i' a lso
addd slowly¥and in small a u
'fibrouis deberis does not COa(iilate Iut renmains ase Idil

s 0 s toen1ure1tha0 tie
fibers. One allofthe

patclt n iru
cr.)lshe added, C liý1ýfl~iqedbi is added.-lu
chemical surogate materil is adedin atches and
&o\k
thatAt does notc ktlI
As descrlhi~e in 6C.31.•9.3, belowithe parttculatee[
rogattis the sanii as was
used Mthe PWVROG fuel debris capture test~s; silicon c Iýrhidc having, a dimensoion o1-0 .0J1
mn11)l ( 0micrtwons) Lad tl ,chciiýa
I
sluiogat eri~
prpae
thv methowd
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ident•ified in WCAP- 6530-NP-.A
6('-16V.The pressure drop across the inlet
and the entire fuel assembly is monitored. In addition, the flow rate and coolant
temperature isare monitored. The test is run until all debris has been deposited in the
system land e+ a steady state pressure drop condition has been achieved The above steps

are consistent with the maniwiiein which the PWROG fuel debris capture tests wr
performed.
6C.3.1.89.IlAnalysis
6C.3.1.89.24.1 Introduction
An analysis determines the acceptable level of blockage in the fuel by LOCA generated
debris which bypasses the ECCS suction strainer. This analysis ensures that the long term
core cooling per Criterion 5 of 1OCFR50.46 is maintained, the calculated .efppedk clad
temperature is maintained at an acceptably low value, and decay heat is removed for an
extended period of time required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core.
Potential deposition of particulater chemical effects and fibroous debris on the fuel and its
impact on the heat transfer from the cladding is also included in the evaluation.
The results of the analysis are used to determine the acceptance criteria for the
downstream fuel effects test, to be performed at least 18 months prior to initial fuel load.

6C.3.1.i94 1].2 Analysis Approach
Although the diversification of ECCS delivery points (injection 4ii
t the top of the
core by the High Pressure Core Flooders and injection 4-- belRcw te ccore ito
m the
&owncomer by the Low Pressure Core Flooder and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling) helps
reduce the consequences of a blockage in the fuel assembly, for this analysis it is
assumed that all the debris is in-jeeted-em delivered to the bottom of the core and
therefore,
passes through the fuel
inlet,
!ebfis-e
which is the most likely
place for blockage to occur.
The analysis is performed for a feedwater line break for the following reasons. Following
the break and after the blowdown is complete, the water level in the downcomer rises to
the feedwater line (i.e. the break elevation). At that point, all the excess flow from the
Low Pressure Core Flooder (LPCF) or Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC), not
injected into the core will flow out through the break. The flow rate into the core is
dependent upon the natural circulation head of colder water in the downcomer and the
hotter water and two-phase mixture in the core region. As the core inlet begins to block,
the core flow rate decreases. A steam line break, being at a higher elevation, will produce
a higher natural circulation flow and therefore is less limiting than a feedwater line break
for establishing the pressure drop limit at the fuel inlet.
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For this analysis, the flow area at the fuel inlet is reduced to simulate blockage of the
t. All bypass flow paths., ...... ..... .hei.. . a . e . b bN .........
djln
ii
assumed to be blocked. -h"bp'•
i.e.. are
,
...
l,,cte,, in the 'bctmi..asit4o..
Wie, is s

e•.
,strainefho,
o

size(2.1?

The reduced flow area

at the core inlet decreases the core inlet flow rate and increases the core inlet differential
pressure (DP). The minimum flow area is determined to ensure that no point in the core
experiences significant cladding heat-up, measured by ensuring that the void fraction at
the top of the active fiuel, on average, remains < 0.95. The corresponding D..hydraulic
reis the parameter
6 s ýat the c•re in let 16cae d fcrFthe 7 changs iniial Ice 11 fc
monitored and used as the acceptance criterion in the test.
Conservative values of the nodal power peaking and pin-to-pin peaking factors for the
hot assembly are chosen to place the hot rod at the Thermal Mechanical Operating Limit
(TMOL). A core power corresponding to a decay heat at 5 minutes after shutdown is
ie ii.letfloy. i.re.
assumed as the debris accumulates at the deb"fiA inMlet and • ........
tle 1 aulIeslstance. This core power corresponding to decay heat at 5
n
minutes is conservatively kept constant thereafter. For the reasons stated below, blockage
sufficient to reduce core cooling within 5 minutes is not likely:
" The core and the upper plenum retain significant inventory during the blowdown. The
Therefore,
void fraction in the upper plenum remains below 1.0 (.
additional water injected into the core before a quasi-steady state is established is
minimal (i.e., the level in the downcomer increases to the FW line). After the quasisteady state is achieved, the iniection into the core is limited by the natural circulation
head and core boil off.
" The debris laden flow from the suppression pool will be injected into the vessel only
after the initial inventory of the ECCS piping, which is clean, is swept and injected
into the vessel. Therefore, any suppression pool water will be further diluted by this
clean initial injection.
" Although not credited in this analysis, the HPCF pumps (and RCIC) initially inject
from the condensate storage tank (CST), which is a clean source of water. The LPCF
pumps do not start injection until we after 2 minutes.

In addition, a parametric study is performed to determine the effect of fouling caused by
deposition of particulate, fibrous and chemical effcts debris on the cladding. The level of
deposition of
initial fouling on the cladding is increased to represent the effect of w
i+A4uutai&-debris on the cladding.
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6C.3.1.89.2 1.3 Analysis Results
3.....
a.. 6.....An analysis was perfOri ied tocompare the core inlet DP,
flow rate and void fractions for the cases with no blockage and with blockage resulting in
a.reduction
0;of inPeowfl?;; area an lncrease6fiothe hydraulic resistance
.....• .....

of the fuel inle.
genta

nmen

to

e ~th&tm
•staq. to

r;,•••,:-ea, the

fuel

44

iliie~iunt
ý
o44ieftqtimed14
~ur
d efbr-is int
rs-'

li

model

assum

' ;,•
beg ii

s'

tttf4e:.The analysis results demonstrate that.,dDespite a very high level of b,•ki•
hydraulic resistance, :'sufficient flow remains available to the core to ensure that the core
void fraction both in the hot assembly and average assembly remain < 0.95.
In the ABWR design, the peak cladding temperature (PCT) occurs very early in the
transient during the Reactor Internal Pumps (RIPs) coastdown phase, before ECCS
injection occurs. Therefore, the PCT remains unaffected dufiiw, at'er the RIP coastdown
by the subsequent blockage at the fuel inlet because the cladding temperature is
maintained low (near the saturation temperature) as the core void fraction, both in the hot
and average assemblies, is maintained below • 0.95. Figure&'6Ce•4 5prwdcja aocnmiparis•e

Of eladdingj- tcmlperaturte 4f-the bkldckod and uiilelocbd caie. The low fuel clad
temperature also ensures that cladding oxidation does not occur in the long term cooling
phase of the accident.

O

Si
a.y0

A study
lwas performed on the effectsoofdebris

;fouling on clad temperaturfe Normal clad fouling varies between0 0.0.0[,m; this'was
increased toa Uniform 30Lim. This in ase resultedin a maxlmimmincreasein clad
temperaure, of 30'C;
In accordance with Westinghouse BWR LOCA methodologý. tle thickness of th "crud&f
layer is calculated. Assuming'all the debris generated is deposited evenly over the fuelit'

would gctierate a layeii4 <15 pmn thick. The44 layer inclu~des 'fiber and chem~ica4l>deposits.
Adiinl.alo
h atC~ae except ~RMI shards were asumned toibe deposited on
the fuel 'surface asditonalcrudA sensitiit
tud was
orme
wichaunfrm
30 pim layer was applied along the lengtlhof the fuel. A 30 pm layer is conservative and
accounts for normal fouling (<I 0 vrm) andpre-existing cladding oxidation, in addition to
the crud buildup froiim
ris. T•hier
l s creased fbulingLayer washown to• cause a 30

degree increase in lad tC11pelaýtUiC ýl the, time of Peak Clad Temperature(5 secQPAdj
Howverthisincrease does not apply4 t~o thie peak~ clad temper-ature (PCT), because, in all
cases, the PCT occurs within seconds of the LOCA initiation and itjwould: take several

minii~tes for debris to begin to 'reach thefuel'. Any inicreas'e in cladding tem'perature
caused 'l debris occurswell
ivmluatiotisequently,
lnaatp
any

impact this initial' PCT?1

initial PCT and would be bounde'dby the
t1aftethe
30'C
cusedby subsequePnt fel crud deoition will not
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The results of the analysis provide an acceptable core inlet differential pressure (DP),
corrected for the flow rates to account for the fact that the flow rate will decrease
differently in the test loop (supplied by a pump) vs. in the analysis (controlled by natural
circulation head). This is shwnInthe equ ation belov:

Api

Test-Measured

L

i

LOCA-Aly

jJ

2
A

W

2Tes

Where subscript "i".denotes initial (i.e., unfouled conditions), "f" indicates fouled
conditions, "Aly" refers to analysis, an4-"w" is the flow rate into the assembly, and
,Ap"
is the hydra
loss pressure drop from the bundl~einlet to downstream of the third grid.

6C.3.1.89.3 Debris Assumptions for Downstream Test
The test is conducted iusing conservative assumptions regarding the debris that would be
present in the suppression pool following a LOCA. The following debris types are
included: (1) Coatings, (2) Sludge, (3) Dust/Dirt, (4) Rust Flakes, (5) RMI shards, 4d (6)

Latent Fiber, and ~(7) Aluinu

ox-yrxd asasurgte for ptential nlonl

particulate zinc and 1LmI111IM corrosion products. As notedPreNliousl¥,the aliuinum
oxy-hydroxide used a
chemical surrogate is prepared using theenmthod identified in

WCP150N-

(ernc

C16).NEo ehemical debris is in cluded siiie fiere afe

no credile soureie oefema
debris in STP 3 & 4. The first four debris types are
conservatively assumed to be particles smaller than 2.1 mm and are therefore all assumed
to pass through the ECCS strainers. For the RMI shards and latent fiber, an assessment of
the amount of the debris passing through the strainer is performed. Based o the size
distributionof stahin
ssteelRMI
yd dUring iet testisnag (an show in Figure 3
of NUREG/CR-6808), 4.3.o.f.theRMI ithinthebreak zone of iffl ence i i;assumied to
be shards smaller than 2.1 mm, anctterefore small enough to pass through the strainers.
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Sinee there are 9872 fmuei assemblies ini di~eST-P 3~&4 core, the above debris, amoufnts-ar-e
Eiecsitieni. a 10 9 penalty is assumed. The tota$l debris amounts that are
for• the test are shown below:

ifthe basis

11

Debris Type
Coatings
Sludge
Dust/Dirt
Rust Flakes
Stainless Steel Shafd6RMI1
Latent Fiber ifnmes)
Aliuminum Precipitate

Zinc Precipltateý

Assumed in Downstream
Test
,7 38 lbs (NoteI
4_I-46 195 lbs.
150
S9 lbs.
04
46-50 lbs.
7-941
926 ft'
1 ft3
0). I1 lbs (Note 2)

58.6 lbs (Note 2)

Note 1: The URG value of 85 lbs of coatings is reduced by the mass of inorganic

zinc onmer (47 lbss.)that is aiccounted for by 58.6 lb-s of zincoxide Drecinitate.
Note 2: Aluminum oxy-hydroxide is used as a surrogate for both zinc and

aluinumi

corrosion products.
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6C.3.1.P7O Summary
In summary, there is reasonable assurance that the downstream effects of material
passing through the suction strainers will not adversely affect the fuel or other
components. This conclusion is based upon the low potential for generating debris in the
ABWR, the tortuous path for any debris to enter the wetwell from the drywell. the
cleanup provisions for the water in the wetwell, the low oential for smi quanto
conserVatively assumnd chemical debris, the small size of the holes in the suction
strainers that filter out most debris, quarterly/periodic surveillance of HPCF, RHR, and
RCIC systems which provides further assurance of the absence of debris which could
affect their readiness for water injection capability, and diversity of injection points for

EGGS into the core
"fi head loss in he 41e!

i-ihuiiYPAR test i-esaik khichel
littl~e
iii
ffliPi-iuaeOl debrs. Ltlemradtoilcs

studies have shown that even a completeblocka eof a fuel assemLi1ly can be
accommodatedecause designed bypass flow around thefuel assem
inlet is uffiient
by itselfto provide f•el assembly cooling post LOCA.mFinally, even if the fuel assembly
inlet is block-edcompletely and there is miniimal bypass flow, the HPCF is sufficient b
itself'toprovide flow from iabove the core to keep the fuelf1om exceeding Appendilxk,
K
1imits.These studies emonstrate that theeA••R. has substailtial defens••i• dep•i.
A~The test describecd iii subsection 6C.3f,.1 will be performed on the fuel to be used in the
initial fuel cycle to confirm that debris will not adversely affect the fuel.
6C.3.2 Evaluation of Downstream Effects on Major Components
The effects of debris passing through the S-4P-&-4 strainers on downstream components
such as pumps, valves, and heat exchangers will be evaluated using the methodology
described in WCAP- 16406-P "Evaluation of Downstream Sump Debris Effects in
Support of GSI-191" along with the accompanyinfg NRC Safety Evaluation. The WCAP
includes equations for determining wear on surfaces exposed to the fluid stream due to
various types of debris: e.g., paint chips or RMI shards. Methodologies for evaluating the
potential for blockage of small clearances due to downstream debris are also included in
the WCAP. The WCAP also identifies the acceptance criteria for these downstream
components. The materials and clearances for the valves, pumps, and heat exchangers
downstream of the ABWR ECCS suction strainers are essentially the same as the
materials and clearances for the valves, pumps, and heat exchangers downstream of the
PWR containment sump suction strainers. Therefore, the application of the WCAP
methodology for the ABWR is appropriate.
The evaluation of the effects of bypassed debris on downstream components will be
submitted as part of the overall downstream effects evaluation, which will be provided to
the NRC at least 18 months Drior to fuel load (COM 6C-1).
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6C.4 Discussion Summary
In summary, the ABWR design includes the necessaryprovisionsto prevent deleterious
debrisfrom entering the ECCS and impairingthe ability of the RCIC, HPCF,and RHR
systems to perform their requiredpost-accidentfunctions. Specifically, the ABWR does
the following:
(1) The design is resistantto the transportof debris to the suppressionpool.
(2) The suppressionpool liner is stainless steel, which significantly reduces
corrosionproducts.
(3) The SPCU system will provide early indication of any potentialproblem. Low
SPCU pump suction pressure can provide early indication of debris present in
the suppression pool and permit the plant operator to take appropriate
corrective action.
I System operationwill maintainsuppressionpool cleanliness. P1t
(4) The SPCU

(5) Visual inspection of the suction strainers is performed each refueling outage.
5) The equipment installed in the drywell and wetwell minimize the potential
(6) -for generationof debris.
ECCS strainers meet
*assette-tyR
(7) The ECC•S sction .strain.The e
the current regulatoryrequirementsunlike the strainersat the incidentplants.
(7) The PRHRsuetion strainer-swill apply an add&itinalfaeter of 3 designmris
p}droceduressure
.FME.
(8) Plant houseke-ping .and Foreign. N atiaExcluusion
,t'o••
lifesuicih
plant
over
and
operation
plant
to
prior
pool cleanfliess
signifiant debris is present in the suppression pool or upper dawell.

6C.5 Strainer Sizing Analysis Summary
t assure The strainer sizing analysis assures that
.
A preli..inary.analys;i wa per.form.ed
the above requirements eukdd be are satisfiedusing strainerscompatible with the
suppressionpool design as shown by Figure 1.2-13i. The following summarizes Me
r-esu•l•, whi.h indiate strainersizies that are aeeeptabls wishin the sppressionPoo
design eonstraits-.thestrainer sizing analysis.
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Each loop of an ECCS system has a
pairo suppressionpoolsuction,straine
configuredin a T shape with an
+ibi
the. strainers at the two ends of the T cross
member. Analysis determined the area of each ...........
str.aihner. Thus, RHR with
three loops has six sereen rcgIxf 9w•strainers. The HPCFwith two loops hasfour seii
Sstrners,and the RCIC has two i- ,, ,egg
,strainers.
e characteristic
dimn~iefsn givenf for tMe screenfs hin tMe resqults belew indicates a srfiaee area emnistigthfg
a circek with a diamfeter ofithe dwfimenionplus.a 65lindcr with a -dia-meterandklngth a

the dimens.

The characteristic dimensions to calculate a surface area for cassette type

strainer are given as follows,

(1) Depth of filter pocket
(2) Width of filter pocket
(3) Length of strainer
(4) Diameter of strainer
By the requirementsabove, all of the debris postiilated to be inthe ýuppressionpool
deposits on the strainers. The distributionof debris volume to the strainerregions was
determinedas afractionof the loopflow splits based on runoutflow. Debris on the
screen creates a pressure drop as predictedby NUREG O8972NUREG/CR-6224 and
NUREGICR-6808, Which is referencedby R.G. 1.82. The equationf• XNUKNTQAW
insulationon page 3 59 of TUREG 0897 was used-for this analysis. The XUKOJ-) 4
debris c
.reatedpres-sure
dro.p equation is afunetion
.i....essofthe
of debrison the
screen (which is ajfuncion of deýbris volume), the velocio,offluid pass9ing through the
screen •runwut flow, used), and the screen area. Pressure drop caused by the mixed
particulates and fiber bed is calculated by the equation shown on NUREG/CR-6224,
Appendix B. The following parameters play an important part in the function of this
equation for pressure, drop caused by mixed bed.
(1) Thickness of debris on screen
(2) Characteristic shape of debris type
(3) Rate of particulate mass to fiber debris mass
(4) Velocity of fluid passing through the screen (runout flow used)

On the one h.... ,,pPessure drop is calculated by the equation shown on NUREG/CR6808 for RMI. The debris createdpressuredrop was applied in an equation asfollows;
the static head at the pump inlet is equal to the hydraulic losses through the pipe and
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fittings, plus the pressure drop through the debris on the strainers,plus the hydraulic loss
through the unplugged strainer,plus a m.argin equal to apprximat..y 10% of tMe statie
head at tMe pump inlet, andplus the requiredNPSH. The static head takes into account
the suppressionpool water level determined by the draw down calculatedas applicable
for a main steam line break scenario.A summary,p.rovided in T.able 6C- 1, and a
summary of te analy.is result.s is pro4vided in T.abl 6G 2.
By making realistic assumptions, the following additionalconservatisms are likely to
occur, but they were not applied in the analysis.No credit in water inventory was taken
for water additionsfromfeedwaterfloworflow from the condensate storage tank as
injected by RCIC or HPCF.Also, for the long term cooling condition, when suppression
pool cooling is used instead of the low pressureflooder mode (LPFL), the RHR flow rate
decreasesfrom runout (1130 m3/h) to ratedflow (954 m 3/h), which reduces the pressure
drop across the debris.
In summary, the analytical process for sizing of the strainers is based on debris
generation, debris transport and a head loss evaluation in accordance with the Utility
Resolution Guidance, NEDO-32686-A supplemented by an assumption of latent fiber.
This analytical method will be used to implement the ITAAC as shown in Tier 1, ITAAC
2.4.1.4.c, 2.4.2.3.g, and 2.4.4.3.j.

6C.5.1 ECCS Suction Strainer Sizing Design Basis
The ECCS suction strainer design ,b,,,,, ;
n STP 3
which is described in
Appendix 6C.2 and its associated references, is the same as the design for the Reference
Japanese ABWR (see References 6C-11, 6C-12 and 6C-13), and the
.TP4&.4
strainers
will have at least the same area as the Reference Japanese ABWR strainers. Application
of the Reference Japanese ABWR ECCS suction strainer design ie-P
is
conservative for the following reasons:
The sizing of the Reference Japanese ABWR strainers is based on the
methodology defined in the BWROG's Utility Resolution Guideline (UIRG)
(Reference 6C-3).
The Reference Japanese ABWR primary containment includes fibrous and
calcium silicate thermal insulation, both of which are significant
contributors to strainer head loss. F
P
.The only type of thermal
insulation allowed inside the primary containment is all stainless steel
reflective metal insulation (RMI), which results in a much lower head loss
across the ECCS suction strainers.
The application of the reference Japanese ABWR strainer head loss analysis
is less conservative in one area. Section 6C.3 and Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 3 state
that the head loss calculations are to be performed at pump runout flow rate conditions.
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For the reference Japanese ABWR, these calculations were performed at design flow rate
conditions. Because pump runout flow rate is greater than design flow rate and strainer
head loss is proportional to flow rate, a higher suction strainer head loss is calculated at
runout flow rate. However this higher head loss is more than compensated by other
changes made b,,
P-& compared with the reference Japanese ABWR, including the
removal of fibrous and calcium silicate insulation materials from the containment.
Consequently, the use of the reference Japanese ABWR for the licensing basis
-34 is conservative. This evaluation is documented in Reference 6C-13.
The expected cleanliness of the ABWR primary containment is supported by operating
experience from one of the oldest Japanese ABWRs. Specifically, an inspection at this
plant recovered items from the suppression pool, including tape fragments, plastic sheet
fragments, and short segments of rope. None of these types of items were reported in the
drywell as a result of that inspection, and no such items were reported in either the
drywell or suppression pool during the previous inspection 2 years earlier. To account for
the potential that there might be a few similar items inadvertently left in the primary
containment during the life of the plant, it is assumed that 2 filter pockets on each ECCS
strainer are completely blocked by miscellaneous latent debris.

6C.6 References
6C-1 Debris Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers, NRC
Bulletin No. 93-02, May 11, 1993.
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Accident, NRC Reg. Guide 1.821,Revision 3.
6C-3 Utility Resolution Guidance for ECCS Suction Strainer Blockage, NEDO- 32686A.
6C-4 Parametric Study of Potential for BWR ECCS strainer Blockage Due to LOCA
Generated Debris, NUREG/CR-6224.
6C-5 Knowledge Base for Effect of debris on Pressurised Water Reactor Emergency
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R1Rfnenut flow (Figure 5.1 11, note 13)
HPC=F runeut flow (Table 6.3-8)
RCIC controelled constant flow (T-able 55.1 2-)I

16-M4
1-30 M.3/h
8 -Q0 M.-3/h
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Debris on {P.F screen region
Debris on RCIC sreonegn
RI4R required NPSH -(Table,6.3 9)
HPC=F required NPSH (Table 6.3 -8)
RCIC reqluired NPSH1 (Table 5.1 -2)
R14R pipe, fittings and unplugged strvaine-r lossesL

Q UQ
049-07-m43
2-.42.-f
74-r.3
Q-.60-rn

Suppression pool statie head above pump suctin
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* aleulated iyar-aulicr losses
Table 6C 2 Results of Analvsis Not Used
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Figure 6C-1 Schematic of Cassette Type Suction Strainer
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Core Flow - Unblocked
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